
ERHARDT Q

ERHARDT Q 
MODERN, LINEAR DESIGN WITH A HOST OF 
FEATURES OFFERING  EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT





ERHARDT Q 
MAXIMUM COMFORT IN A MODERN 
BAUHAUS DESIGN

The ERHARDT Q housing has a modern Bauhaus design and can thus be perfectly integrated into any modern ar-

chitectural style. The ERHARDT Q has been conceived using the latest in engineering practice and is constructed 

of high-quality materials. It is characterised by exceptional stability and torsional stiffness. The cassette awning 

is particularly robust and durable, making it particularly suitable for larger areas. When the awning is retracted, 

the fabric and technology are completely enclosed in its housing, which ensures perfect protection from the 

elements. The ERHARDT Q is available as standard with a motor. Available options include a remote-controlled 

motor and a dimmable LED strip integrated within the cassette providing a pleasing light. The ERHARDT Q can be 

equipped with a vario-valance for privacy and vertical protection from the sun. This can be operated conveniently 

in the same way as the main awning via the wireless hand transmitter included as standard.



Design

Square, linear, modern. Thus the ERHARDT Q is exactly the right awning for your 

exclusive terrace. The design fi ts perfectly with the modern architecture of your 

house adding the perfect accent. 

ERHARDT Q 
ONE PRODUCT – MANY OPTIONS

All-round protection for fabric and mechanism 

When the awning is retracted, the fabric and technology are completely protected in 

its housing, which ensuirng perfect protection from the elements.

Vario-valance for more protection

The ERHARDT Q awning is also available with vario-valance for optimal privacy and 

sun protection. The vario-valance can be operated conveniently in the same way as 

the main awning via the wireless hand transmitter included as standard.

Comfort

Numerous optional accessories complete the ERHARDT Q ensuring maximum 

comfort and safety. Dimmable LED strips create an atmospheric ambience in the 

evenings. Additional safety is ensured by the installation of an oscillation sensor, 

which closes the awning automatically in strong winds. We recommend a version 

with a remote control for maximum ease of use. 

ERHARDT awning fabric collection

With its collection, ERHARDT has more than 200 fabrics ready for your awning. 

Choose a fabric from the Ambiente (polyester), Classic (acrylic) or for the Soltis 

double awning collection and create your personal touch for your favourite spot.  



Customised angle adjustment 

With an angle adjustment of between 5° - 35°, the ERHARDT Q can be customised 

to your favourite place, providing optimal protection.

CE Made in Germany

All ERHARDT Markisenbau awnings are made in Burtenbach, Bavaria. All-round 

service and continuous production control guarantee high quality.



ERHARDT Q 
AT A GLANCE

Optional additional features

» Remote control motor with control unit

» Automatic wind and sun control

» Wireless oscillation sensor

» Integrated, dimmable LED strip lighting

» Infrared heater (incl. wireless level control)

» Awning fabric with welding adhesive technology

» awning with vario-valance with a remote control motor

All of the ERHARDT Q features

Maximum dimensions 700 x 400 cm (width x projection length)
Awning with vario-valance:
650 x 325 cm (width x projection length)

Technology Quiet electric motor, 
high-quality folding arm chain arm

Cassette awning Fabric shaft and mechanism completely 
protected

Frame colour » anthracite grey RAL 7016 str.
»  grey-aluminium RAL 9007 str.
» white RAL 9016
» anthracite DB 703

Any desired RAL colour possible for an additional charge.

Fabric designs »  ERHARDT Ambiente
»  ERHARDT Classic
» Vario-valance: Soltis

Inclination angle 5°-35°

Special features » Modern linear design
» Motorised as standard
» Exceptionally stable
(can shade large areas)

»  Available as a awning with
vario-valance
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For more information, please contact your ERHARDT dealer.

Visit us:
www.smart-secure.co.uk | info@smart-secure.co.uk | 01384 900 262


